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The Waitsfield Scrag Forest is a unique conserved natural area valued by the residents of the 
town of Waitsfield and the Mad River Area for the diversity of natural and cultural resources 
it provides: wildlife habitat, forest diversity, vistas of the Mad River Valley, landscape history, 
recreation and timber products. Rehabilitation, reroutes and new trail construction will open 
more of this valuable town resource to sustainable recreation and allow for opportunities to 
use this forest to access the rich natural history, wildlife and sustainable forest management 
experiences.  
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1. ive Summary 

 
 

Scrag Mountain and the lands that now comprise the Waitsfield Scrag Forest (WSF) are 

valued by the area residents for their scenic, recreational and forest products value for 

over half a century.  The Waitsfield Conservation Commission and the Town of 

Waitsfield have worked with various partners and specialists to both refine and realize 

the vision for the future of WSF.   

 

The values of the property for the town of Waitsfield and nearby residents have been 

primarily identified as: scenic, ecological, educational, and recreational, while preserving 

active sustainable forest management for both forest products and ecosystem health. 

 

In support of these values, inventories and plans have been both compiled and adapted 

for WSF Bird Habitat, Natural Features, and a Forest Stewardship Plan, that were utilized 

during the creation of the Waitsfield Scrag Forest Management Plan. In order to 

completely fulfill the values of the land for recreation, this trail design plan has been 

constructed to guide the Waitsfield Conservation Commission and the Town of 

Waitsfield towards realizing the many goals of the WSF as they relate to recreation. 

 

This trail design plan consists of reroutes, proposed new routes, and plans to utilize the 

few sections of existing trail that are both on the WSF and are easily able to meet 

standards for trail durability and sustainability. This plan was created in concert with and 

under the guidance of the Waitsfield Conservation Commission in consideration and 

fulfillment of the Waitsfield Scrag Forest Management Plan (WSFMP) and goals for the 

WSF. 

 

The current trails on the WSF do not fulfill the current goals of the WSF vision, in that 

the areas of severe erosion are detrimental to water quality and degrade the recreational 

experiences of trail users. The trails travel off of WSF lands, and do not fully utilize the 

many aesthetic and educational opportunities that the WSF could afford its visitors. By 

implementing this trail design and construction plan, the network of durable trails will 

allow for the user experience and exemplary forest management envisioned by the WSF 

to be realized. 

 

 

  

1.  Executive Summary 
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2.1 Waitsfield Scrag Forest Property Description 

The Waitsfield Scrag Forest consists of 640 acres of public lands owned and managed by 

the Town of Waitsfield under guidance of the Waitsfield Conservation Commission. It is 

comprised of multiple parcels (Scrag Corp, Tucker, Joslyn and Anonymous) with various 

conservation easements held by the Vermont Land Trust on all but the Tucker parcel. 

These easements provide direction as to the permitted uses of each parcel. Public access 

is provided across the Keisel property for parking, logging access and landing and a 

hiking trail in accordance with the subdivision permit for that property. Lower elevation 

portions of the town-owned lands are under active forest management, with a timber 

harvest planned for multiple zones in 2014/15 in accordance with the Scrag Forest 

Stewardship Plan (2012). 

 

The Waitsfield Scrag Forest (WSF) covers the western flank of Scrag Mountain and a 

portion of the Northfield ridgeline south of Scrag Summit. Total ridgeline within the 

WSF is approximately 5,970 feet and continues north along the western flank of the next 

summit (known as Mt. Alice). Within the boundaries are the headwaters of Folsom 

brook, which drains to the west and the Felchner brook which drains southeast into 

Northfield. Other features include primitive trails, a beaver pond complex, and a large 

tract of seemingly remote un-fragmented forest. 

 

 

2.2 Natural Resources of Scrag Property Trail System Area 

The Waitsfield Scrag Forest consists of 11 natural Communities (Sharpless, Natural 

Features Inventory Map) with 5 additional identified Sub-groups. As mentioned above, 

this includes approximately 5,970 feet of Northfield Ridgeline and location as part of 

over 4,000 acres of un-fragmented land (Contiguous Habitat Unit #19) which provides 

habitat and potential breeding ground for a variety of wildlife, including Bicknell’s 

Thrush, bears, moose, bobcat, fisher, and other animals more common to deeper forest, as 

well as vegetation diversity provided by the larger elevation changes and past logging 

(WSFMP). 

 

The forests consist primarily of varieties of Northern Hardwood forest, depending on 

various local growing conditions, and the land is entirely wooded aside from rock 

outcroppings and the beaver pond area. Higher elevations consist of montane yellow 

birch-red spruce with Montagne spruce-fir capping the treed portions of ridgeline. Lower 

elevations Northern Hardwood variations include red spruce, beech and areas of rich 

Northern Hardwood species and a red oak variation more rare in this area of Vermont. 

The majority of natural communities in which new trails are proposed are the classic 

Vermont elevational mixture of Northern Hardwood, climbing to Montagne Yellow 

Birch-Red Spruce and at the highest elevations Montane Spruce-Fir Forest. 

 

 

 

2. Introduction 
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Wetland features include the beaver swamp, shallow emergent marshes, seeps, one 

documented vernal pool, and headwaters to brooks draining east and west from the 

property. Two areas of spruce-fir tamarack swamps are also found on WSF. Most 

wetland features are avoided as much as possible in trail design as proximity to them can 

cause various challenges. 

 

Special considerations in trail assessment and design have been taken to be sure that the 

recreational values of the property are aligned with other conservation values of sensitive 

areas and areas for special consideration. The trails have also been designed to highlight 

areas considered to be of special value for the Waitsfield residents. Examples of these 

considerations include the trail placement along the Northfield Ridgeline to avoid overly 

steep areas, minimizing both potential resource damage and cost of trail construction, and 

balancing access to ridgeline views with trail access to sensitive areas, such as those with 

thick, sensitive lichen coverings representing many, many decades of growth. Other such 

examples include access to the beaver pond for its beauty, educational and wildlife 

viewing values, balanced with the need to minimize bank erosion and wildlife 

disturbance that would be potential in a shore side trail alignment. Special considerations 

and their subsequent recommendations are listed alongside each trail section detailed in 

the inventory. 

 

2.3 Current Trail System 

The current trails on the Waitsfield Scrag Forest Property are a mixture of user created 

trails and trails following former woods access roads. The main trail crosses over to 

private, unconserved land before reaching the points of interest along the ridgeline. The 

sections of existing trail on the Scrag Property consist primarily of a severely eroded 

primary trail up an old woods road, which has seen occasional motorized vehicle 

encroachment. Between the fall-line nature of many sections of road and unmaintained 

drainage, sections of the existing trail are eroded over 3 or 4 feet deep. Motorized vehicle 

encroachment has hastened the inevitable erosion and led to the current trail conditions in 

which rainstorms frequently release sediment and large stones until erosion reaches the 

layer of the underlying bedrock. Additional side trails are developing on many regions as 

trail users skirt eroding sections in search of dry or stable footing. 

 

There are two features currently accessible by the existing trails on the WSF. The first is 

a small water fall, and the second a beaver pond (currently abandoned). The current 

access for waterfall viewing is over slippery rocks on a side trail at the top of the falls. 

The beaver pond is directly accessed via user created trails which weave on multiple 

sides of the beaver dam traveling on both sides of the outflow and on the sensitive 

abandoned dam.  The total current trail length is approximately 1 mile on WSF lands, 

leading trail users off the property onto the un-conserved property to the northeast of the 

WSF. 

 

The location and excessive erosion of the current WSF trail system is directly opposed to 

the recreation values attributed to the land through their detrimental effects on the water 

quality, soils conservation, and enjoyable access to the attributes of value on the WSF. 
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2.4 Current Trail Users  

Current trails uses include four season pedestrian travel (hike, snowshoe, and trail 

running), x-country and backcountry skiing, hunting and birding access and occasional 

sledding. Mountain biking is currently permitted on lands, though few if any bikers 

choose these trails as erosion has made them virtually impassable by bike. Motorized 

travel is not permitted on the Scrag Property. The occasional encroachment of motorized 

recreation on the main trail and a lack of effective drainage control structures have been a 

contributor to the current excessive erosion on the lower sections especially. There are 

currently no trail sections suitable for snowmobiles or horseback riding, though they 

technically could be permitted in the future. 

 

2.5 Current Access Points and Parking 

The main trailhead for the Scrag Forest trail is at the end of Bowen Road with a small 

area to accommodate approximately 6 Cars. Historically, the property has been accessed 

from multiple areas from surrounding properties which are currently not under 

conservation and/or have been closed to public use.   

 

2.6 Access and parking recommendations 

The parking on Bowen Road easily accommodates the parking needs for the current 

amount of trail use. In the future there may be opportunities to expand the access to the 

WSF from other adjacent lands, which would allow for more entirely human powered 

recreational opportunities for area residents. It is advised to assess these potential access 

areas for terrain and trail feasibility as well as landowner agreement opportunities. 

Connectivity to accommodate Northfield trail users would be a notable expansion if 

parking permissions and easement could be accommodated for from Monti Road or 

Brook Road in Northfield. Though this is not a top priority, connectivity may serve other 

recreational access interests in the future and should remain in consideration in future 

planning and potential partnerships (i.e. Norwich University). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Need for a Trail Plan  

The current trail on the WSF does not meet the visions of the WSF stated below. 

 

Vision Statement: The Waitsfield Scrag Forest is a remote public forest valued by the 

residents of Waitsfield and the broader Mad River Valley Community. Our Vision is to 

conserve these lands for scenic, educational, and non-commercial, non-motorized 

recreational purposes, and to maintain their value for forestry, sustainable forest 

products, watershed protection, and habitat and biodiversity conservation. We also hope 

the Town’s stewardship of these lands will serve as an exemplary demonstration and an 

inspiration for other forest landowners. 

 

3.  Trail Management Plan 
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The current trail is severely eroded in many sections, which has a negative effect on 

water quality and soil conservation on the property and does not provide for safe and 

enjoyable trail experiences. Current user created trails spread out in sensitive areas, and 

do not serve to highlight natural features or create the possibility for the valuable 

education experiences that the WSF contains. This plan will outline the next steps to 

move the trails forward into the construction phase to enable the WSF move towards the 

goal of being an example of a well-managed and productive forest serving multiple 

conservation values. 

 

3.2 Purpose of the Plan 

The primary purpose of this WSF Trail Design Project is to implement the recreational 

goals of the WSF as identified in the WSF Management Plan. This plan provides the 

information necessary to move into the next phase of implementation. Bringing current 

trails up to a standard of sustainability and durability will mitigate both current and future 

erosion, as well as to provide access to areas which highlights many of the valued 

features of the WSF that are currently inaccessible by trail.  

 

3.3 Planning Team and Process 

This plan was created by Brooke Scatchard and Mariah Keagy of Sinuosity, LLC. Brooke 

specializes in GIS mapping and mountain bike and multi-use trail construction, layout 

and design. Mariah’s specialties encompass a broad range of multi-use, non-motorized 

and pedestrian recreation management practices. This plan was completed in 

coordination with the Waitsfield Conservation Commission on behalf of the Town of 

Waitsfield. 

 

New Trail Layout and Design: Research and discovery began with review of available 

documents and a meeting with the Waitsfield Conservation Commission. WSF 

information was shared to inform the design process (WSF Forest Management Plan and 

supporting documents, easements, and spatial data available that relates to the 

management of the property’s resources, current and future timber extraction locations, 

etc.). Through the meeting, clearer direction was given by the WCC regarding additional 

priorities and vision for the end product of the WSF trails and desired management 

objectives were clearly conveyed.  Among these were: access to areas of interest on the 

property, trail loops, diversity of trail difficulty experiences, use of trails to highlight 

sustainable forest management, large buffers around sensitive areas, (most notably the 

beaver pond), and above all sustainable and durable trail layout in accordance with the 

values laid out in the WSF Forest Management Plan.  

 

With a clear vision of the desired recreational opportunities to expand and create on the 

WSF, the available spatial data and other available information resources were used to 

further narrow the possible trail locations. Data used to determine suitable areas for new 

trail layout include: property boundaries, planned 2014/5 timber harvest, topography, 

hydrology, soils, natural communities, existing trails and roads, species of concern, and 

migratory bird habitat. The overlay of pertinent data combined with knowledge of the 

target areas of interest allowed Sinuosity to define areas most likely to support sustainable 

and cost effective trail building. Initial field scouting uncovered inaccuracies of the current GIS 

parcel boundaries, which resulted in a survey of a section of the highest elevation boundary. 
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Further field explorations and field assessments, as well as various draft conceptual maps 

shared with the Waitsfield Conservation Commission, eventually refined general trail 

locations and possible routes to identified trail corridors that have been flagged in the 

field and mapped. The trail structures which will need to be installed on new sections of 

trail were inventoried and have been included in the Construction Plan and the 

accompanying Waitsfield Scrag Forest Trail Structure Photo Inventory. 

  

The existing trail was assessed for deficiencies and paired with the appropriate 

prescription for each area. Areas of deficiency were photographed, location mapped and 

matched with a recommended prescription to bring the trail up to a safe and durable 

standard. Areas of trail which were drastically eroded and will prove to be difficult or not 

cost or resource effective to repair are recommended for re-location and alternate routes 

were flagged and mapped.  

 

Considerations for these installations take into account Sinuosity, LLC’s extensive 

experience in trail management, as well as following guidelines as provided by the 

Vermont Trail and Greenways Manual, as directed in the WSFMP. Other considerations 

for recommended prescriptions included cost, location, available native materials, and 

industry standards for durability and effectiveness, desired character of the trail, and 

difficulty and skills needed for installation. 

 

The layout of the proposed network and key points along the way (features of interest, 

problem areas, sites for trail-related structures like bridges and stairs) were flagged, 

photographed, and recorded in the field by GPS. GPS data and the resultant GIS map 

“Proposed Trail Network – November 2014” serves as an interactive summary and 

display of both the existing trail deficiencies and improvements needed to bring the trail 

sections to a durable and safe standard. Included are materials necessary to outline the 

construction of recommended prescriptions. 

 

Trail Signage, marking and trailhead recommendations are included in this report. 

 

This information is compiled in the Trail Construction Plans which supplements the trail 

inventory and log, spatial data, and photographs. It includes materials, a suggested time 

line, and breakdown of suggested tasks appropriate for skills levels of different labor 

sources. Additionally, designs for recommended structures are included, along with a 

clear justification for recommended structures and material choices not apparent in the 

initial deficiency and prescription and a cost estimate is included for both labor and 

materials. 
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4.1 Purpose and Goals of WSF Trail System  

The purpose of the trail system and recreation on the WSF has been identified as the 

following according to the WSF Forest Management Plan: 4. Promote and manage non-

commercial, non-motorized recreational uses that are compatible with other management 

goals. 7. Maintain and/or enhance ecological and recreational connections between the 

WSF and the surrounding Northfield Range. 

 

Other management goals include: practice of sustainable forestry, native game and non-

game wildlife habitat protection, biodiversity conservation, protect all waterways and 

wetlands, model active forest management, conserve scenic beauty and open space 

values, promote educational and community uses, and monitor and respond to changes 

(pg. 2, WSFMP). 

 

Trails provide the infrastructure of travel for landscape based education and appreciation 

of scenic beauty and open space. When designed and constructed properly, trails can 

provide sustainable and durable ways of travel without adverse effect on the natural areas 

sought for enjoyment and appreciation. Additionally, well designed and constructed trails 

may serve to highlight and feature educational opportunities for the “exemplary 

demonstration and inspiration for other forest landowners” which is a function that the 

town hopes to achieve in the WSF. 

 

 

4.2 Interpretation and Application of WSF Goals to Trail Design 

The interpretation and application of these larger goals for the role of recreation in the 

WSF were informed by the Forest Stewardship Plan, WSFMP, notes from public forums 

regarding the WSFMP, and the direction of the Waitsfield Conservation Commission.  

 

Recreational interests included: trail access to vistas, most notably along the Northfield 

Ridge, generally “more trails and better access,” with creating loops and additional access 

points. Other recreational interests were directly in line with WSFMP in regards to the 

necessity for sustainable trail design and construction for “permitted uses to minimize 

negative impacts on ecological values” (p. 42, WSFMP). 

 

Other applications of WSF goals in relation to trail design included the possibilities for 

inclusion of educational experiences and accommodating as many diverse user groups as 

possible through sustainable trail design techniques. Trailside educational opportunities 

are described in each trail section, as well as in the general summary of Special 

Considerations section at the end of this report. 

 

4.  Purpose and Goals 
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4.3 WSF Specific Conservation Considerations 
The Forest Bird Habitat Assessment, Natural Features Inventory, and Forest Stewardship 

plan, all used to inform the WSFMP, were also consulted directly as areas for trail layout 

were refined. These considerations highlight the overlap between recreation and other 

goals on the WSF. 

 

Active Forest Management Education/Stewardship Plan: Trail section layouts that travel 

through areas slated for timber harvest were designed with the following considerations: 

anchoring trail to trees unmarked for harvest, generally avoiding skid roads, 

incorporating the opportunities for education on sustainable forest management and 

historic “working” forests, forest products, forest management for wildlife, and maple 

sugaring in the nearby sugarbush. Where trails intersect and overlap with recent timber 

harvests there are many opportunities for education in sustainable forestry. 

 

Wildlife Habitat: There were no specific species of concern identified in the areas of 

proposed or retained trail corridors. However, special consideration was given to the 

beaver pond, a sensitive wetland which is also a focal point for WSF visitors. Other 

considerations include maintaining a low density of trails as this area since it is valued on 

a state level as part of a large un-fragmented area of North Hardwood forest, providing 

habitat for a large variety of deeper forest dwelling mammals. 

 

Wetlands/Waterways: Notable wetlands and waterways have been given buffers of up to 

50’ wherever possible. Trail layouts avoid wet areas as much as possible. Two waterfalls 

are features in the trail system, both of which are approached carefully in trail design to 

minimize bank impacts. Requiring leashed dogs will provide extra levels of bank 

protection in these areas. Vernal pools and seeps are avoided, while seasonally wet areas 

require bog bridges or step stone installations. 

 

Beaver Pond: Deemed a Class 1 or Class 2 wetland by Vermont Significant Wetlands 

Inventory with recommendations to be managed as an ecological reserve without human 

disturbance (Hagenbuch, 2007, pg. 9) Trail design focuses impacts away from the edge of 

pond and dam by use of a bench installation as well as educational materials. 

 

Natural Communities: Areas of proposed and retained trail do not come near any natural 

community considered rare on a state level. The proposed trails pass through three classic 

forest types, but none of the smaller more rare or state significant communities on the 

WSF property. Though not specified in the Natural Features Inventory, the Northfield 

Ridgeline areas of rock outcropping maintain large and well developed lichen 

communities. In this areas trails were designed to minimize lichen damage, with 

structures in these areas deemed a high priority in the construction plan to minimize off 

trail travel impacts to these higher elevation communities and sensitive lichen growths. 

 

Education: There are numerous opportunities for education on this property and 

embedded in the proposed trail system in order to highlight the conservation goals and 

values of the WSF with the trail users and visitors to the property. Opportunities exist at 

the kiosk at the trailhead, at numerous points along the Scrag Forest Trail in regards to 
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Forest Management, Wildlife habitat and Natural Communities on the Beaver Pond 

Loop, and Watersheds at the Upper Waterfall Spur Trail bridge.  

 

 

 

 

 

5.1 Trail Standards 

Trail standards used for this assessment are those outlined in the Vermont Trails and 

Greenways manual, as was directed by the Waitsfield Conservation Commission and 

WSFMP. Other industry standards and methods can be found in the resources section. 

 

Trail layout and design has followed industry standards for sustainability and has been 

specifically designed according to the user groups described for each trail section. 

 

Trails should be built to a standard of durable backcountry natural surface trails, 

minimizing erosion and off trail disturbance in all phases of construction or re-

construction. Sustainable trail standards require a full bench construction in sections of 

side hill with a 2-5% out slope with constructed natural drains, grade reversals and grade 

dips as the terrain allows. Back slope and downslope should be constructed to remain less 

than 45%, excepting the few locations that call for retaining structures.  

 

5.2 Designed Trail Uses 

Within the constraints of sustainable trail design (in regards to factors such as 

topography, substrate, hydrology, etc.) the resulting trail design for this project is 

primarily pedestrian trail with varying levels of difficulty. On the upper reaches, some 

slopes require stairs to reach the desired viewpoints, while certain lower sections require 

erosion control features, both of which create barriers to bicycle use on trails.  

 

Additionally, the upper terrain does not allow for the width of turns needed for x-country 

ski design, though skilled backcountry skiers may choose to use the trails with 

appropriate snow depth to cover erosion control trail features. While bike and ski use are 

permitted on the WSF, it is highly unlikely with the necessary proposed trail 

improvements that the resulting trails will be any more attractive or suitable than the 

current trail conditions.  

 

 

  

5.  Trail Standards and Designated Users 
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6.1 Scrag Forest Trail to Beaver Pond (1.6 miles) 

Stand Location: 1 (Northern Hardwoods) 

Surrounding Natural Community: Northern Hardwood 

Current Designed Use/Rating 

         Hiking: Difficult 

        Bike: permitted but not feasible 

        X-Country Ski:  permitted but difficult  

 

Summary of Current Use: The trail is currently relatively low use, and is the main 

access trail currently used on the property from the designated parking lot. This trail is 

very difficult to difficult in many sections due to loose rock caused by erosion, exposed 

wet bedrock, and steepness. 

 

Current Status: This trail travels from the main parking area along a section of recently 

rerouted trail (.4m), which is in good condition. From here the trail travels uphill, very 

steeply at times, on sections of severely eroding trail. Encroachment of motorized 

vehicles has induced further erosion along the old trail bed. There are existing drainages 

which has helped to slow erosion, but many sections have eroded deeply enough that 

drainage installations is no longer possible. 

 

Special Considerations: 

Private property- The existing parking lot, trail head and first sections of trail are on 

property owner by the Kisiel subdivision. Easements exist for all these, though it is 

unclear of the possibility for reroutes along this section. Trail reroutes are recommended, 

if possible. 

 

Motorized Vehicle Encroachment- Actions will need to be taken to dissuade motorized 

vehicle use on trails. Encroachment should be minimized by maintaining trailhead 

obstacles and the installation of trail structures which are not conducive to motorized 

travel. 

 

Features and Water quality- This section 

of trail leads to both the beaver pond loop 

and the lower water falls. Considerations 

have been taken in both places to 

minimize impacts in trail placement and 

design. 

 

 

 

 

         

     Lower Waterfall View from Trail Re-route  

 

6. Trail Inventory and Maps 
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Trail section recommended for re- route 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Current Erosion 

 

Educational Opportunities: Active forest management, sustainable forest products 

harvesting, historic land uses  

 

Targeted Designed Use: Hike, trail run, snowshoe 

Recommended Target Rating 

         Hike/Trail Run/Snowshoe: Easy/Beginner 

        Bike: Not recommended 

       X-country Ski: Not recommended 

 

Summary of Recommended Improvements: Improvements to this section consist 

primarily of reconstruction of drainage features and installation of erosion control 

features along sections of old road which will remain in use. In most locations, the trail 

and structures will remain along the edge of the old road in order to minimize disturbance 

during future timber harvests. Where permitted, the trail has re-routes following more 

moderate slopes climbing up the beaver pond. The resulting trail with reroutes included 

will change the grade of the trail from difficult and eroded to an easy to moderate climb.  

 

Priority: High, due to this being the main access trail as well as the excessive erosion that 

is currently occurring. 
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7.1 Beaver Pond Loop (1 mile) 

Stand Location: 5 (Special Treatment), 4 (Mixed Woods, Paper Birch-Spruce), 8 (High 

Elevation Spruce-Hardwood) 

Surrounding natural communities: Montane Yellow Birch-Red Spruce Forest 

 

Special Conservation Considerations: Beaver Pond access can be moderated by various 

design factors to help protect the banks, dam and avoid further wildlife disturbance. The 

trail provides a vantage point of the dam that is set back from the water’s edge. Both a 

bench and educational signage set in this same location, back from the water’s edge, will 

provide a place for quiet enjoyment of the views and wildlife viewing and provide a 

perfect opportunity for education regarding the importance of wetlands and possibly 

information about wildlife that relies on it, and/or beavers and beaver dam succession in 

Vermont. This should serve to adequately draw focus away from the water’s edge, 

provided that dogs are kept on leash in this area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 View from proposed site for bench and education/wildlife outlook 

 

Trail section summary: This section of trail has less elevation gain than others in the 

trail system, but is accessed by the moderate/easy climb of the main trail. The trail begins 

at the junction of the climb on the main trail, and continues in both directions around the 

pond, staying at a distance with the exception of the educational and wildlife outlook area 

closer to the outlet. There is a moderate climb as the trail gains elevation heading to the 

7. Proposed New Trails 
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south and travels up into the Montane Yellow Birch- Red Spruce Forest near the saddle 

to the south, then wraps around at this elevation and generally follows an old woods road 

as the trail travels north on the eastern slope above the beaver pond. A viewpoint on this 

higher traverse shows views west, though it is relatively treed with the best views early 

spring-late fall. The loop connection to the north of the beaver pond makes use of the 

existing trail.  

 

Targeted Designed Use: Pedestrian, snowshoe 

Recommended Target Rating 

         Hike/Snowshoe: Moderate/Easy 

        Bike: Not recommended 

       X-country Ski: Not recommended 

 

Trail section features of interest: Moderate/easy loop, 

wildlife viewing, treed viewpoint west, beaver pond 

succession and wildlife habitat educational opportunities, 

opportunities for forest management education. 

 

 

Summary of Trail Construction: Trail construction for 

this loop will be relatively straight forward, with few 

areas in need of structures. The primary structures needed 

are the two bridges for small stream crossings on the 

eastern slope traverse. Additionally, in order to utilize the 

existing section of trail that closes the loop on the 

northern side, a long section of bog bridging will be 

needed, as well as a short re-route.     Beaver Pond Area 

 

 

7.2 Ridge Trail (1.1 miles) 

Stand Location: 5 (Special Treatment Area) 

Surrounding Natural Communities: Montane Yellow Birch- Red Spruce, Montane 

Spruce-Fir 

 

Special Conservation Considerations: The area this trail traverses is rugged and 

remote, with steep slopes and challenging terrain. Rock outcroppings with thick lichen 

growth are avoided as much as possible, while still allowing for noteworthy viewpoints. 

 

Trail Section Summary: This trail continues to climb east from the beaver pond loop. It 

climbs up from the saddle to the south, through open yellow birch forest, then up the 

ridgeline into the dense growth of Spruce-Fir. Once on the ridgeline, the trail picks its 

way north, popping out of dense red spruce to ferny yellow birch groves and up along the 

ridge line with views in both directions. The trail reaches its terminus at the height of 

land on the WSF, after a short semi-technical rock scrabble onto a bare rock false summit 

with sweeping views. 
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Targeted Designed Use: Pedestrian, snowshoe 

Recommended Target Rating 

         Hike/Snowshoe: Moderate/Difficult 

        Bike: Not recommended 

       X-country Ski: Not recommended 

 

Trail Section Features of Interest: This section of trail reaches viewpoints east, as well 

as the bald rock outcrops with views in all directions. Notable natural features include the 

change in forest type with elevation and have a very remote character. 

 

Summary of Trail Construction: The majority of the trail construction in this section 

should be minimal, as the trail character is both remote and the terrain and trail relatively 

challenging. Short sections of unavoidable wet areas will require native bog bridging, for 

which the materials can be harvested on site. Additionally, short sections of unavoidably 

steep slopes will require the installation of rock stairs in order to curb future erosion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                  

Views East (Above) and West (Below) from ridgeline 

 

7.3 Cliff Trail (.6 miles) 

Stand Location: 1 (Northern Hardwoods), 7 (High-Elevation Spruce-Hardwood) 

Surrounding Natural Communities: Northern Hardwood, Montane Yellow Birch-Red 

Spruce 

 

Special Conservation Considerations: This area has potential for blackpoll and 

magnolia warbler as well as Bicknell’s thrush habitat. The rustic and challenging nature 

of the trail and minimal construction will allow for as little disturbance as possible 

through the narrow trail corridor. 
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Trail Section Summary: This trail skirts the contours of the cliffs on the western side of 

Mt. Alice. It provides viewpoints to the west with a continuous climb and view point 

terminus.  

Targeted Designed Use: Pedestrian, snowshoe 

Recommended Target Rating 

         Hike/Snowshoe: Moderate/Difficult 

        Bike: Not recommended 

       X-country Ski: Not recommended 

 

Trail Section Points of Interest: Multiple viewpoints and access to unique un-

fragmented forest with views of the Folsom brook watershed. 

 

      

    
    Viewpoint on Cliff Trail 

 

 

Summary of Trail Construction: Trail should be lightly constructed, with natural 

drainage features added at every opportunity. A series of bridges are necessary at low 

points near the beginning of the climb as trail crosses several wet areas. 
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7.4 Upper Waterfall Spur (800’) 

Stand Location: 1 (Northern Hardwoods) 

Surrounding Natural Communities: Montane Yellow Birch-Red Spruce 

 

Special Conservation Considerations: The sensitive nature of providing access to 

hydrologic features is apparent in this area. Considerations to take in protecting this 

feature while providing for enjoyment of it resides in the construction of a bridge to 

provide a durable vantage point from which to view the waterfall. This bridge will also 

provide a platform for education about protecting water resources and watersheds. 

 

Trail Section Summary: This short spur trail provides access to a beautiful hydrological 

and geologic feature of Folsom brook downstream from the beaver dam outlet. The 

stream is confined to a narrow gorge in this section, draining into a pool in the upper 

reaches.  

 

Targeted Designed Use: Pedestrian, snowshoe 

Recommended Target Rating 

         Hike/Snowshoe: Easy/Moderate 

        Bike: Not recommended 

       X-country Ski: Not recommended 

 

Trail Section Points of Interest: The terminus of this spur provides an opportunity for 

enjoyment of a unique hydrological feature as well as the opportunity for trail user 

education regarding watershed protection as this site is near the top of the Folsom brook 

drainage, but downstream from the beaver dam, which hikers will have passed. 

 

Summary of Trail Construction: Due to the wet nature of the area, sections of bridging 

will need to be installed for visitors to have low-impact, high-educational and 

aesthetically positive experiences that are offered by this unique waterfall/rock gorge 

feature.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.1 Annual Maintenance 

Every trail requires annual maintenance. A well-built trail system, up to standard for the 

current use, still requires at least one annual maintenance patrol in which blow downs are 

removed and drainages are cleared of leaf litter and sediment. Additional general 

maintenance tasks may include light brushing out of trail corridors as well as the closing 

of new or old bootleg trails using dead and down brush and leaf litter. Ideally the tails are 

monitored and patrolled for light maintenance needs throughout their popular use 

seasons, especially after larger wind or rain events. With timely light maintenance, long 

term trail degradation can be avoided as trail users look for alternative routes around 

down trees and route find, causing undue vegetation trampling and trail widening. 

8.  Trail Construction and Maintenance Plan 
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Please see section on “Partnership” below for maintenance recommendations for the 

Waitsfield Scrag Forest. 

 

 

8.2 Trail Signage and Marking 

Placement:  Trails should be signed at the trailhead and all four junctions. Signposts are 

recommended, which can be securely placed in clear visibility at all trail junctions.  

 

Information: Signs should include the name of the trail, an arrow indicating the direction 

from the sign, and distance to the next trail junction or notable feature. Sign information 

recommendations are listed in the appendix. 

 

Materials: Signs can be constructed of a variety of materials. Wooden routed signs of a 

durable wood may be a good option for material on this property as the character of the 

area is not very developed. Trail signs should be affixed to signposts using bolts, which 

should not be overly tightened, so as to allow for swelling of the sign. Signposts can be 

either purchased pressure treated posts carried on site, or constructed of native timber.  

 

Trail Marking: Trail marking with blazes on trees is recommended. Due to the four 

seasons use in the area, white would not be a preferred color. Care should be taken not to 

“over” blaze the trails. Recommended guidelines can be found in the resources listed in 

the Appendix, most notably the AMC’s Guide to Trail Maintenance and Building. 

 

8.3 Trailhead Recommended Features 

The trailhead is a prime opportunity where people are often looking for information and 

moving slowly enough to read signs, therefore it provides a key opportunity for trail user 

education. It is advisable to install a trailhead kiosk to both mark the beginning of the 

trail as well as draw trail user to an area of official information, such as: Leave No Trace 

Principles, Trail map and descriptions, and permitted uses. A variety of opportunities to 

share education information could be presented in this area. Formats could include: a 

posted flyer highlighting natural and cultural landmarks, a scavenger hunt of features and 

landmarks (for the main trails), a naturalists brochure or informational sheet for trail users 

to take with them and use during their travels. Possible partners in development of these 

resources may include nearby schools or college students majoring in environmental 

education. 

 

In public forums regarding the WSF Management plan (WSFMP, pg. 43-44) there was 

clear interest in related information for dog owners, which should be done in at the 

trailhead. Other pertinent information could include hunting regulations, if any, on these 

lands. 

 

Costs for kiosk construction are variable, depending on labor and materials. Designs and 

estimated material costs for 2 different designs shared by the Appalachian Trail 

Conservancy and National Park Service will be included in the Appendix. Costs for 
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supplies vary from $500-$2,000, depending on design, and can often be a great project 

for volunteers. 

 

Other features needed are blockages (boulders should be sufficient in this location) which 

can be installed after the timber harvest scheduled for 2014, to ensure these access points 

are not utilized for motorized recreational vehicles on WSF trails. 

 

 

8.4 Maintenance and Construction Schedule Summary  

PLEASE REFER TO ENTIRE SCHEDULE IN APPENDIX 

Trail sections and structures have been prioritized, as both labor and funding may not be 

available to complete work all in one field season. The construction has been broken up 

into high, medium and low priority. It is advised that the high priority work be completed 

during the first field season following the 2014-15 timber harvest, if funding and labor 

availability allow. 

 

Year 1- High Priority Construction 

Summary of Work: Scrag Forest Trail and Beaver Pond Loop 

Tread Construction: Mixture of machine and hand-built new tread and re-construction. 

New tread should be fully benched and constructed to standards of durability and 

sustainability. Drainages should be added as appropriate.  

 

Structures: Structure are primarily retaining structures to mitigate erosion on the existing 

trail. Where this is not potentially cost or labor effective or possible, the trail has been 

recommended for re-route. Other structures include 2 short bridges and a longer section 

of bog bridging to span and minimize impacts in areas with poor drainage or seasonal 

water flow. 

 

Summary of Labor Recommendations: It is recommended to use a trail professional 

builder for the machine rehabilitated sections of existing road and possibly sections of 

new trail. Other sources of labor include volunteers, GMC Trail Crews and VYCC. 

 

Main Trail - Restore Section 1***** 

Labor Cost       Materials Cost           Equip. Cost           Total Cost 

$2,577.50        $2,240.00                  $665.00             $5,482.50 

***** Reroute suggested on Keisel Property, Only restore if re-route is not an option 

 

Scrag Forest Trail - Keisel Reroute  

Labor Cost                 Total Cost 

$1,964.00       $1,964.00 

 

Main Trail - Restore Section 2 Total  

Labor Cost       Materials Cost           Equip. Cost            Total Cost 

$1,168.75       $280.00                   $586.25             $2,035.00 
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Scrag Forest Trail - New Total 

Labor Cost       Materials Cost                                          Total Cost 

$33,126.00                 $800.00                         $33,926.00 

 

Beaver Pond Total- Restore and New   

Labor Cost       Materials Cost           Equip. Cost            Total Cost  

$25,268.50       $1,700.00                 $105.00            $27,073.50 

 

YEAR 1 Total: Option 1 (W/ Keisel Re-route):   $70,481.00  

YEAR 1 Total: Option 2:      $74,117.00                         

                
Year 2- Maintenance and Medium Priority Construction 

Summary of Work: Ridge Trail and Upper Waterfall Spur 

Tread Construction: Tread should be minimally constructed on the Ridge Trail, with 

incorporated drainage.  

Structures: Sections of native bog bridging and mixed native and milled foot bridge. 

 

Annual Maintenance Tasks: Spring and fall drainage and blowdown, as well as signage 

and trail marking inventory  

 

Summary of Labor Recommendations: This work is suitable for backcountry trail crews 

(GMC, VYCC etc.) or volunteers led and/or trained for the required native and 

dimensional timber skills. 

 

Ridge Trail Total:  Labor Cost    Materials Cost            Total Cost 

                               $22,692.00     $35.00      $22,727.00 

 

Upper Waterfall Spur Total:     

                                $3,625.00      $680.00           $4,305.00 

YEAR 2 Total:       $27,032.00 

 

Year 3-Maintance and Low Priority Construction 

Summary of Work:  Cliff Trail construction, Rock Stairs  

Tread Construction:  Minimal construction with drainage features 

Structures: Native rock stairs in a few short steep pitches 

Annual Maintenance Tasks: Spring and fall drainage and blowdown, as well as signage 

and trail marking inventory 

Summary of Labor Recommendations: This work is suitable for backcountry trail crews 

(GMC, VYCC etc.) trained in the construction of rock stairs. 

 

Cliff Trail:  Labor Cost Materials Cost  Total Cost 

$13,027.50 $580.00  $13,652.50 

 

Ridge Trail Rock Steps:  $6,600     $6,600 

 

YEAR 3 Total:        $20,252.00 
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8.5 Costs and Options 

Labor- As noted on the Construction Schedule, labor cost and time estimates are based on 

an average of efficiency/skill level and cost of the labor options available. While use of 

volunteer labor is recommended for certain projects, others require more skills and 

training to be constructed efficiently, effectively and to safety and durability 

specifications. 

 

General recommendations for this project fall under the lines of a hybrid: 

Volunteer/Professional Trail Contractor/Backcountry Trail Crew or Youth Corps. 

Specifics are included for each section. 

 

Materials-Material costs may vary. Cost estimates are given at current costs from local 

suppliers. Each material was chosen for its ability to be both durable and cost effective 

and all are standard industry building materials. 

 

Supply Donations and Grants- Donations from local hardware store may be available for 

hardware for structures. Additionally, wherever possible, it is advised to work with 

timber harvesters to coordinate native timber acquisition and transport to construction 

site. 

 

 

8.6 Partnerships and Stakeholders 

Currently the Waitsfield Conservation Commission and Town of Waitsfield do not have 

partnerships for either the management or maintenance of the WSF. To share the burden 

and strengthen the community surrounding the users of WSF, several steps could be 

taken. 

1. Partner with an existing trail organization for the maintenance and management of 

the WSF trails, such as the Mad River Path Association. 

2. Gather stakeholders to create a committee or origination, such as “Friends of 

Waitsfield Scrag Forest” to aid in the future care and maintenance of the WSF 

trails. This type of partnership could also lead to more public support and 

assistance with fundraising for trail related projects, both current and future.  

3. Designate funding to enter under an annual maintenance contract with a 

contractor. This individual or group would need to perform general maintenance 

at a minimum of twice per year, preferably in the spring and fall to perform 

necessary maintenance tasks and report to the WCC on current trail conditions. 

 

 

8.7 Preparation for Construction Phase 

Funding Sources: Various funding strategies can be used to support the construction 

phase of this project. Considering the size of the project, a funding strategy that employs 

multiple means will most likely be needed. Public fundraising campaigns can work in 

multiple ways to publicize and gain support for a project, as well as raise funds to support 

it.  
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Vermont Recreation Trails Grants 

Contact: 802.241.3690 or sherry.winnie@state.vt.us 

Recreational Trails Program funding would fit this project, with an application deadline 

of February 2, 2015. Grant amounts: reimbursed, 20:80 match, $20,000 maximum. 

http://www.vtfpr.org/recgrant/trgrant.cfm 

 

Land and Water Conservation Fund 

Contact: 802.249.1230 or jessica.savage@state.vt.us 

Land and Water Conservation Funding are administered by Forest Parks and Recreation 

staff in the state of Vermont. With the recent release of the VT SCORP, the next funding 

cycle will be available in fall of 2014, though the date is currently not available. 

 

Vermont Watershed Grants 

802.241.3769 or rick.hopkins@state.vt.us 

Implementation funding is available for amounts up to $15,000. The application deadline 

is November 21, 2014. See website for further details. 

http://www.anr.state.vt.us/dec/waterq/lakes/htm/lp_watershedgrants.htm  

 

VTrans Enhancements Program 

802.828.0583 or curtis.johnson@state.vt.us. Maybe not the best for funding for this 

project, as the trails must demonstrate a strong transportation link. 

http://vtransengineering.vermont.gov/bureaus/mab/local-projects/transportation-

alternatives 

 

 

Permits: 

Act 250: There is an Act 250 permit (#5W1115) on the Scrag Corp. property. 

Additionally, trail construction over 2,500’ in elevation will warrant Act 250 approval. 

The entirety of the Ridge trail and a small portion of the Beaver Pond trail would pass 

above 2,500’.  Most likely an amendment will be necessary, which is similar to the Act 

250 application process. 

 

Wetlands: No section of trail disturbs wetlands or passes within the border of a 

designated wetland. 

 

Historic Preservation: There are no indications of the need for historic preservation 

review as no section of trail or proposed trail within this plan pass nearby old foundations 

or lower riverbank areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

file:///C:/Users/Mariah/Dropbox/Trails/Scrag/sherry.winnie@state.vt.us
http://www.vtfpr.org/recgrant/trgrant.cfm
file:///C:/Users/bikes_000/Documents/Sinuosity/Scrag/jessica.savage@state.vt.us
mailto:rick.hopkins@state.vt.us
http://www.anr.state.vt.us/dec/waterq/lakes/htm/lp_watershedgrants.htm
mailto:curtis.johnson@state.vt.us
http://vtransengineering.vermont.gov/bureaus/mab/local-projects/transportation-alternatives
http://vtransengineering.vermont.gov/bureaus/mab/local-projects/transportation-alternatives
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9.1 Trail Reconstruction 

Trail reconstruction, rerouting, and rehabilitation of closed sections of trail are of the 

highest priority in this project due to the current levels of erosion. Additional measures 

will need to be taken to dissuade motorized vehicle access after these repairs and 

improvements are made. 

 

9.2 Trail Construction 

The majority of the trail design for this project lies in the layout and construction 

planning of approximately 3 miles of new trail that serve to highlight the features and 

embody the values and goals of the WSF as outline in the Waitsfield Scrag Forest 

Management Plan. Sustainable trail construction technique as outlined in this plan as well 

as the resources provided will ensure recreational opportunities on the WSF that will 

enhance the opportunity for WSF to be an example for forest managers. 

 

9.3 Trailheads and Access 

Current access of the 6 car parking area at the end of Bowen Rd. remains as the primary 

public access point, though future opportunities may arise that were not in place during 

the time during the compiling of this plan. A well-constructed kiosk will provide for an 

opportunity for necessary user education regarding low-impact visitation, trails, 

designated uses and educational opportunities. 

 

9.4 Signage and Marking 

Low profile, natural wooden signs will provide trail users will clarity as to lengths and 

destinations of trails, and will mark all trail junctions. Trails will be marked with blazed 

trees at reasonable intervals, while avoiding blazing rock outcrop areas. 

 

9.5 Education 

Multiple opportunities for educational opportunities to highlight the unique natural and 

cultural features of the WSF forest exist both at the features and trailhead. Partnering 

with local educational resources, such as both college programs and local schools could 

be opportunities to engage the community and develop these resources in a creative way. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

9.  Summary of Recommendations 
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10.2 Recommended Structures  

Bog Bridging/Puncheon 

Design specifics: Overhangs at the end of the stringers should not exceed 6 inches. 

Spikes must exceed over 2 inches beyond the depth of the stringer in to the sill log and be 

off-set in their placement so as to minimize the risk of splitting. Tread should total 24” 

minimum. 

 

 
Source: Standard Specifications for Construction and Maintenance of Trails (USFS) 

http://www.fs.fed.us/.ftproot/pub/acad/dev/trails/trails.htm 

  

http://www.fs.fed.us/.ftproot/pub/acad/dev/trails/trails.htm
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Single Stringer Dimensional Step Bog Bridge 

Source: Steinholtz and Vaschow, 2007 

                                                          

 

       Native Sills, Dimensional Decking 

       Clark Pond Trail: Portland, ME 

 

 

 

 

 
2 Stringer Bog Bridge using Native Timbers 

Source: Steinholtz and Vaschow, 2007 
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Foot bridges 

Designs may vary greatly. Builder should choose a suitable design, utilizing as much 

native timber from on site as skill level will allow. 

 

LaPlatte River Trail- Shelburne, VT (Built by Sinuosity) 
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Design using a majority of native timber 

Source: Birkby, 1996 
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Source: Standard Specifications for Construction and Maintenance of Trails (USFS) 

http://www.fs.fed.us/.ftproot/pub/acad/dev/trails/trails.htm 
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Rock Steps 

Design Specifications: In addition to all rocks being of appropriate size for the 

applications as well as placed in such a way that erosion or freeze thaw will not cause 

instability over time, edge rocks need to be placed on both sides of the rock stairs, having 

firm and high contact on the stair rocks. 

 
Source: Standard Specifications for Construction and Maintenance of Trails (USFS) 

http://www.fs.fed.us/.ftproot/pub/acad/dev/trails/trails.htm 

  

http://www.fs.fed.us/.ftproot/pub/acad/dev/trails/trails.htm
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Wooden Stairs (Box Steps) 
Design Specifications: Stairs must adequately retain fill material on all sides. Fill material 

should be slightly mounded so as to allow for shedding of water. 

 

 

 

 
Source: Jeswald, 2005 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo: Clark Pond Trail, South Portland,            

ME- Built by AMC 2009 

 

   Source: Jeswald, 2005 
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Check Dams 

Design Specifications: Must be set firmly in the ground, exactly perpendicular to the flow 

of water and the direction that trail travels. Additionally, they must be set exactly level so 

as to create slowed sheet flow of water. 

 

 
Source: Standard Specifications for Construction and Maintenance of Trails (USFS) 

http://www.fs.fed.us/.ftproot/pub/acad/dev/trails/trails.htm 

http://www.fs.fed.us/.ftproot/pub/acad/dev/trails/trails.htm
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Drainages 
Design Specifications: Drainages should be made of soil, unless they are requiring 

armoring. Follow guidelines specified for various natural drainage features during new 

trail construction i.e. grade reversals, grade dips, knicks etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

Knick

 
Source:  Trail Construction and Maintenance Notebook - 2007 Edition. 
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Source: Standard Specifications for Construction and Maintenance of Trails (USFS) 

http://www.fs.fed.us/.ftproot/pub/acad/dev/trails/trails.htm 

 

 

 

 

http://www.fs.fed.us/.ftproot/pub/acad/dev/trails/trails.htm
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Grade Reversal 

 
 

Source: Trail Construction and Maintenance Notebook - 2007 Edition. 
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Source: Standard Specifications for Construction and Maintenance of Trails (USFS) 

http://www.fs.fed.us/.ftproot/pub/acad/dev/trails/trails.htm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.fs.fed.us/.ftproot/pub/acad/dev/trails/trails.htm
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Sign Posts 

 
Source: Standard Specifications for Construction and Maintenance of Trails (USFS) 

http://www.fs.fed.us/.ftproot/pub/acad/dev/trails/trails.htm 

 

 

http://www.fs.fed.us/.ftproot/pub/acad/dev/trails/trails.htm
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Trail Re-grading 

 
Source: Standard Specifications for Construction and Maintenance of Trails (USFS) 

http://www.fs.fed.us/.ftproot/pub/acad/dev/trails/trails.htm 

 

 

http://www.fs.fed.us/.ftproot/pub/acad/dev/trails/trails.htm
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Kiosk Plans: Planning a Trailhead Kiosk, 2012, Appalachian Trail Conservancy 
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Materials List  
Long-Lasting Bulletin Board  

Design #1 # Needed  Material  Approximate Cost  
2  10’’ x 10’’ x 12’6’’ pressure treated 

lumber (support posts)  
400.00  

4  6’’ x 8’’ x 4’6’’ pressure treated lumber  220.00  
2  6’’ x 6’’ x 5’ pressure treated lumber 

(rafters)  
50.00  

2  6’’ x 10’’ x 6’4’’ pressure treated lumber 
(horizontal beams)  

135.00  

1  6’ x 4’ x ¾’ plywood panel  28.00  
1  6’ x 4’ x ¼’’ Lexan®  240.00  
2  2’’ x 2’’ x 4’ pressure treated board 

(panel frame)  
7.00  

2  2’’ x 2’’ x 6’ pressure treated board 
(panel frame)  

7.00  

1  15’’ (minimum) x 10’ aluminum ridge 
flashing  

27.00  

approx. 18  2’’ x 4’’ pressure treated boards (roof 
frame)  

70.00  

as needed  Wood shakes, triple overlay, approx. 
5’’ – 6’’ exposed (100 sq. ft.)  

600.00  

12  ½’’ x 12’’ lag screws  60.00  
18  ¼’’ x 4’’ lag screws (panel frame)  18.00  
8  ½’’ x 10’’ lag screws  40.00  
2  5/8’’ x 3’ rebar minimum (optional; to 

attach to back or side of posts to deter 
vandals from using chainsaw on 
support posts)  

13.00  

as needed  Galvanized nails to attach 2’’ x 4’’ roof 
frame  

5.00  

as needed  Galvanized nails to attach wood 
shakes on roof  

5.00  

12  60-pound bags of ready-mix concrete 
(optional; can be poured dry or wet 
around base of support posts to add 
stability)  

50.00  

8  12’’ bridge spikes or lag bolts (optional: 
can be pounded or nailed near base of 
support posts, below grade, to add 
stability)  

7.00  

Total Cost  $1,982.00  
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Materials List  
Economical Bulletin Board  

Design #1 # Needed  Material  Approximate Cost  
2  6’’x 6’’ x 12’6’’ pressure treated 

lumber (support posts)  
70.00  

4  4’’ x 6’’ x 4’6’’ pressure treated 
lumber  

60.00  

2  4’’ x 6’’ x 5’ pressure treated lumber 
(rafters)  

30.00  

2  4’’ x 6’’ x 6’4’’ pressure treated 
lumber (horizontal beams)  

30.00  

1  6’ x 4’ x ¾’ plywood panel  28.00  
1  6’ x 4’ x ¼’’ Lexan®  240.00  
2  2’’ x 2’’ x 4’ pressure treated board 

(panel frame)  
7.00  

2  2’’ x 2’’ x 6’ pressure treated board 
(panel frame)  

7.00  

1  15’’ (minimum) x 10’ aluminum ridge 
flashing  

27.00  

approx. 18  2’’ x 4’’ pressure treated boards 
(roof frame)  

70.00  

as needed  Wood shakes, triple overlay, approx. 
5’’ – 6’’ exposed (100 sq. ft.)  

600.00  

12  ½’’ x 10’’ lag screws  60.00  
18  ¼’’ x 4’’ lag screws (panel frame)  18.00  
8  ½’’ x 8’’ lag screws  24.00  
2  5/8’’ x 3’ rebar minimum (optional; to 

attach to back or side of posts to 
deter vandals from using chainsaw 
on support posts)  

13.00  

as needed  Galvanized nails to attach 2’’ x 4’’ 
roof frame  

5.00  

as needed  Galvanized nails to attach wood 
shakes on roof  

5.00  

12  60-pound bags of ready-mix 
concrete (optional; can be poured 
dry or wet around base of support 
posts to add stability)  

50.00  

8  12’’ bridge spikes or lag bolts 
(optional: can be pounded or nailed 
near base of support posts, below 
grade, to add stability)  

7.00  

Total Cost  $1,351.00  

 

Note: Costs for Kiosk designs based on 2012 prices. 
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10.3 Additional Photos of WSF features 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Images: (Clockwise from upper 

Right) Views to Northfield from 

Ridge Trail, Views from the top of 

the Ridge Trail, Montane Yellow 

Birch on Ridge Trail, Montane 

Yellow Birch grove. 
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 10.4 Construction Schedule   

Trail Length (ft) Deficiency Prescription Labor Cost 

Materials 
Cost 

Equip. 
Cost Total Cost 

Scrag Forest Trail - Keisel Reroute (Option A)           

  491 
steep and eroded existing 
trail reroute $1,964.00     $1,964.00 

Scrag Forest Trail - Keisel Restore (Option B)           

  200 
beginning of erosion and 
gulling 

75 wood stairs and 200 ' 
armored side drain $2,800.00 $2,800.00   $5,600.00 

Main Trail - Restore Section 1           

  15 needs drainage machine install drain     $105.00 $105.00 

 15 needs drainage machine install drain     $105.00 $105.00 

 25 eroded and gullying install 9 wood steps $350.00 $350.00   $700.00 

 15 needs drainage improvement machine reshape drain     $105.00 $105.00 

 100 eroded and gullying 
install 35 wood stairs and 
100' armored side drain $1,400.00 $1,400.00   $2,800.00 

 15 eroded and gullying reshape drain     $105.00 $105.00 

 15 eroded and gullying 
install 4 wood stairs out of 
drain $210.00 $210.00   $420.00 

 15 needs drainage improvement machine reshape drain     $105.00 $105.00 

 75 drain eroded and gullying install 9 check dams in drain $337.50     $337.50 

 20 needs drainage improvement reshape drain     $140.00 $140.00 

  20 needs drainage improvement 
install 10 wood stairs to re-
route $280.00 $280.00   $560.00 

Main Trail - Restore Section 1 Total   $2,577.50 $2,240.00 $665.00 $5,482.50 
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Trail Length (ft) Deficiency Prescription Labor Cost 

Materials 
Cost 

Equip. 
Cost Total Cost 

Main Trail - Restore Section 2           

  150 reroute crosses existing trail 

install 15 check dams total on 
existing trail above and below 
re-route $675.00     $675.00 

 15 needs drainage improvement machine reshape drain     $105.00 $105.00 

 15 needs drainage machine install drain     $105.00 $105.00 

 15 needs drainage machine install drain     $105.00 $105.00 

 15 needs drainage machine install drain     $105.00 $105.00 

 95 needs drainage 

machine install drain and use 
berm soil to reshape and 
raise/outslope $213.75   $166.25 $380.00 

  20 needs drainage improvement 

armour stream crossing and 
install 5 wood steps and 
redefine side drainage $280.00 $280.00   $560.00 

Main Trail - Restore Section 2 Total   $1,168.75 $280.00 $586.25 $2,035.00 

           

Scrag Forest Trail              

  8 steep bank install 4 rock steps at stream $960.00     $960.00 

 30 steep bank 
install approximately 30' 
retaining $600.00 $600.00   $1,200.00 

 20 reroute crosses existing trail 
retain trail with check step 
across existing trail $160.00     $160.00 

 8 short steep slope 3-4 rock steps $960.00     $960.00 

 8 short steep slope 3-4 rock steps $960.00     $960.00 

 20 
reroute crosses existing trail 
to new skid rd on ledge 

install cd above and below and 
install retaining for tread to 
cross and 5 steps up bank $2,400.00     $2,400.00 

 12 
reroute crosses skid path and 
seasonal drainage 

3 rock steps on both banks- 6 
rock steps total $1,440.00     $1,440.00 

 8 seasonal drain install 3 step stones $120.00     $120.00 
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 8 climbing turn at stream install 4-5 rock steps $960.00     $960.00 

 10 seasonal drain install 4 step stones $150.00     $150.00 

 12 
seasonal stream crossing and 
skid path install 12' bog bridge to span $135.00 $120.00   $255.00 

 5 seasonal drain install rock crossing $75.00     $75.00 

 16 seasonal wet area 
install 7 step stones or 16' bog 
bridge $240.00     $240.00 

 8 seasonal drain install 8' bog bridge $90.00 $80.00   $170.00 

 20 steep section install 10 rock steps $2,400.00     $2,400.00 

  5369   bench construct trail $21,476.00     $21,476.00 

Scrag Forest Trail Total   $33,126.00 $800.00   $33,926.00 

        

Beaver Pond View             

  828   bench construct trail $3,312.00     $3,312.00 

         

Beaver Pond Loop West           

  2299   bench construct trail $9,196.00     $9,196.00 

         

Beaver Pond Loop East           

  20 stream crossing build bridge $450.00 $400.00   $850.00 

 15 stream crossing build bridge $337.50 $300.00   $637.50 

  2712   bench construct trail $10,848.00     $10,848.00 

Beaver Pond Loop East Total   $11,635.50 $700.00   $12,335.50 

          

Beaver Pond Main Trail - Restore           

  25 stream crossing 
build bridge for high water 
with railing $562.50 $500.00   $1,062.50 

 50 wet area 
install 50' stepped bog bridge 
and 2 drainages $562.50 $500.00   $1,062.50 

  15 needs drainage machine install drain     $105.00 $105.00 

Beaver Pond Main Trail - Restore Total   $1,125.00 $1,000.00 $105.00 $2,230.00 
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Beaver Pond Total- Restore and New   $25,268.50 $1,700.00 $105.00 $27,073.50 

        

Trail Length (ft) Deficiency Prescription Labor Cost 

Materials 
Cost 

Equip. 
Cost Total Cost 

Ridge Trail             

  30 steep and rocky 10 rock steps $3,600.00     $3,600.00 

 20 wet and low native bog bridge $1,200.00 $20.00   $1,220.00 

 15 wet area native bog bridge $900.00 $15.00   $915.00 

 25 steep 12 rock steps $3,000.00     $3,000.00 

 22 steep 10 rock steps $2,640.00     $2,640.00 

  5984   minimally construct trail $17,952.00     $17,952.00 

Ridge Trail Total     $29,292.00 $35.00   $29,327.00 

        

Cliff Trail             

  14 stream crossing build bridge $315.00 $280.00   $595.00 

 15 stream crossing build bridge $337.50 $300.00   $637.50 

  3105   bench construct trail $12,420.00     $12,420.00 

Cliff Trail Total     $13,072.50 $580.00   $13,652.50 

        

Upper Waterfall Spur           

  8 steep 4 rock steps on switchback $960.00     $960.00 

  12 steep 6 wood stairs up bank $168.00 $168.00   $336.00 

  8 drainage crossing build bog bridge $90.00 $80.00   $170.00 

  30 stream crossing build bridge (native stringers) $675.00 $600.00   $1,275.00 

  715   bench construct trail $2,860.00     $2,860.00 

Upper Waterfall Spur Total   $3,625.00 $680.00   $4,305.00 
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Trail       Labor Cost 

Materials 
Cost 

Equip. 
Cost Total Cost 

Year 1 (Option A)     $64,104.75 $5,020.00 $1,356.25 $70,481.00 

Year 1 (Option B)   $64,940.75 $7,820.00 $1,356.25 $74,117.00 

Year 2        $26,317.00 $715.00   $27,032.00 

Year 3        $19,672.50 $580.00   $20,252.50 

        

Project Total     $110,094.25 $6,315.00 $1,356.25 $117,765.50 
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10.5 Signage 

 

Costs (Estimates from Vermont Laser Products, Weybridge, VT) 

Cedar 

1” x 4”- Laser Etched 

1-3 lines, $15-$25 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Sign 1: Trail Head 

 

Scrag Forest Trail  

Beaver Pond (1.8 miles) 

Mt. Alice Lookout (2.5 miles) 

Scrag Mountain Lookout (3.4 miles) 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Sign 2: Junction of Scrag Forest Trail and Beaver Pond Loop 

 

Beaver Pond Loop (1 mile) 

Scrag Mountain Lookout (1.5 miles)  

            Mt. Alice Lookout (0.75 miles) 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Sign 3: Junction of Beaver Pond Loop and Ridge Trail 

 

Ridge Trail 

Scrag Mountain Lookout (1.1 miles) 
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Sign 4: Junction of Beaver Pond Loop and Cliff Trail 

 

Cliff Trail 

Mt. Alice Lookout (.6 miles) 

Upper Waterfall Spur (800 Ft.) 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Sign 5: Junction of Cliff Trail and Upper Waterfall Spur 

 

Upper Waterfall Spur Trail 

Upper Waterfall (800 ft.) 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


